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ASYMPTOTICANALYSISOF GAUSSIANINTEGRALS.I.
ISOLATED MINIMUM POINTS
BY

RICHARD S. ELLIS1 AND JAY S. ROSEN2
Abstract. This paper derives the asymptotic expansions of a wide class of Gaussian
function space integrals under the assumption that the minimum points of the action
are isolated. Degenerate as well as nondegenerate minimum points are allowed. This
paper also derives limit theorems for related probability measures which correspond
roughly to the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem. In the degenerate
case, the limits are non-Gaussian.

I. Introduction. Function space integrals are useful in many areas of mathematics
and physics. Physical problems often give rise to Gaussian function space integrals
depending on a parameter and the asymptotics with respect to the parameter yield
important information about the original problem. This paper is the first in a series
of papers on the asymptotic expansions of a wide class of Gaussian function space
integrals and on limit theorems for related probability measures. This paper treats
the case where the minimum points of the action are isolated. Previous work on this
case [Schilder, Pincus] has assumed a nondegeneracy condition which assures that
one never strays too far from the realm of Gaussian measures. Our results cover
both the nondegenerate case and the degenerate case, the analysis of the latter being
much more subtle. In the degenerate case, the leading asymptotic behavior is
non-Gaussian. The second paper in this series treats the case where the minimum
points of the action form a smooth manifold. This case plays an important role in
recent physics [Coleman, Wiegel]. Subsequent papers will treat apphcations. The
results in the present paper were inspired by our work on a model in statistical
mechanics [Ellis-Rosen (1), (2)]. As background, we cite the important papers of
[Varadhan] and [Donsker-Varadhan].
This paper and the sequel consider Gaussian integrals on a real separable Hilbert
space. While certain Banach spaces are important in applications, the Hilbert space
setting leads to simplifications in the statements and proofs of the theorems. By
using the results of [Kalhanpur-Oodaira], it is not hard to generalize our results to
abstract Wiener spaces.
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Let PA be a mean zero Gaussian probability measure with covariance operator A
on a real separable Hilbert space %. The inner product and norm of % are denoted
by (->-) ä11^ 11-11.respectively. Let \j/ and F be real-valued C°°-Frechet differentiable functionals on % which satisfy the bounds (2.1)(a)-(b). We study the asymptotics of

(1.1)

/„ := j^(Y/{n)e-»WUPA(Y)

as n -» oo. Here and below, all integrations extend over % unless otherwise noted.
Let/and g be smooth, real-valued functions on R such that g(x) -» oo sufficiently
fast as x -* oo. Then Laplace's method tells us that the asymptotics of
/r f(x)exp(-ng(x))
dx are determined by the behavior of g near its minimum points
[Erdelyi, §2.4]. Formally, Jn in (1.1) can be written as

¡r¥(Y/{n)exp(-nF(Y/{n)

- (A'XY, Y)/í)

dY

(1.2)

j+(Y/Jñ) exp(-«G(y//n)) dY,
where G(Y) := F(Y) + (A~XY,T>/2. G is called the (Euchdean) action. By analogy with the situation on R, we expect the asymptotics of J„ to be determined by the
behavior of G near its minimum points. The expressions in (1.2) are purely formal
(unless dim % < oo) since the symbol dY is supposed to represent the nonexistent
translation invariant measure on %. Also, (A~lY, Y)/2 = (A~X/2Y, A~x/2Y)/2 is
defined only for Y E 6Ù(A~X/2)which in general is only a dense subset of %.
We define G* '■= inf G on % and assume for now that G has a unique minimum
point Y*. Thus, G(Y*) = G*. We necessarily have

(1.3)

G'(Y*) = 0,

G"(Y*)>0

on DC.

Here, G'(Y*) and G"(Y*) are respectively the element of % and the linear operator
on DCdefined by the first and second Frechet derivatives of 6 at Y*. We set
DC'■= ker(G"(T*)). Because of the compactness of A, we have in general dim DC< oo
(see after (3.8) in §111). We say that Y* is nondegenerate if DC= {0}, simply
degenerate if dim DC— 1, and multidegenerate if dim DC> 1. This paper treats the
first two cases in detail. As we point out below in Remark 2.4(c), the multidegenerate case can be treated exactly like the simply degenerate case provided an extra
integrabihty condition is satisfied. However, if the condition fails, then our methods

do not apply.
Theorem 2.1 states the asymptotic expansion of exp(«G*)/„ in the nondegenerate
case. We find
(1.4)

e"GJn~^Tjn-^
j»0

where the {T-} are functionals, exphcitly computable in terms of A and the Fréchet
derivatives of \p and F at Y*. Here and below, an expression such as (1.4) means that

for any i E {0,1,2,...}

lim/j'L"G7„- 2 Tjn-A=0.
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The leading order term in (1.4) is ro := A~x/2\p(Y*),where A is a specific determinant defined in Theorem 2.1. In the special case of Wiener measure, Theorem 2.1
was proved by [Schilder]. Theorem 2.3 states the asymptotic expansion in the simply
degenerate case. We find

(1.5)
\
/

e»c7fl~n,/2-i/*2r/tn-2-'/*;
n
+Ê*
j ,k

Here k is an even integer exceeding 2 which measures the extent of the degeneracy of
G at Y*; k is called the type of Y*. The definition of k is a non trivial matter
involving a nonhnear change of coordinates in a neighborhood of Y*. We consider
the definition of type to be one of the main contributions of this paper. In (1.5), the
[Ej k) are functionals, exphcitly computable in terms of A and the Fréchet derivatives of yp and F at Y*. The leading order term in (1.5) is nx/2~x/kCA-x/2i(Y*),
where C is an explicit constant and Â a specific determinant defined in Theorem 2.3.
Our other results are limit theorems for probabihty measures related to /„. We
define the probability measures

(1.6)

dQn(Y) :=

exp(-«F( Y/n ))dPÂY/{n~)
■ " A
>,

where Z„ is the normalization constant

(1.7)

Z„ := /exp(-nF(y/^))

dPA(Y).

Let Yn be an DC-valued random variable with distribution Qn. The scaling in the
definition of Qn has been chosen in order to suggest the analogy between the
asymptotic behavior of {Yn) and the law of large numbers and the central limit
theorem. If F = 0, then the analogy is exact, for in this case Ynis distributed like the
sum of n i.i.d. random variables, each distributed by PA. It is easy to see that
(1-8)

(a)

Yn/n^8Q,

(b)

Yj{n

= PA.

Here, 8Y denotes the point mass at Y and -> denotes convergence in distribution.

For general F, the asymptotic behavior of {Y„} is much more complicated. Suppose
for simplicity (and only in this paragraph) that Y* — 0 is the unique minimum point
of G. Then (1.8)(a) stays valid (Theorem 2.5). We prove in Theorem 2.6 that if
Y* = 0 is nondegenerate, then

0-9)

\/fn -/>»,

where PB is an explicitly determined Gaussian measure. We prove in Theorem 2.7
that if Y* = 0 is simply degenerate of type k, then there exists a non-Gaussian
probabihty measure f on DC, concentrated on the one-dimensional subspace

DC:= ker(G"(y*)), suchthat
(lio)

yn/nx^x/k

-»?.
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We may think of (1.10) as a breakdown of the central limit theorem (since k > 4)
due to high correlations in Yn along the degenerate subspace DC.In contrast to the
F = 0 case, for general F, Ynis not distributed hke the sum of n DC-valued random
variables. However, we showed in [Elhs-Rosen (1)] the close connection between Yn
and the sum of n dependent random variables on R for a special choice of F and PA
in (1.6). This sum is an important quantity in a model in statistical mechanics. We
used the analogues of (1.9)—(1.10) to deduce the asymptotic behavior of this sum and
thus to obtain useful information about the model. For example, (1.10) is related to
a phase transition.
In §11 of this paper we state our main theorems. §111 derives a number of facts
needed for the proofs of the theorems. §IV proves the asymptotic expansion (1.4)
(Theorem 2.1) and the limit theorem (1.9) (Theorem 2.6) in the nondegenerate case.
In addition Theorem 4.6 extends the limit theorems (1.8)(a) and (1.9) to the case
where G has nonunique minimum points, all of which are nondegenerate. (By
Theorem 3.2, nondegenerate minimum points must be isolated.) §V proves the
asymptotic expansion (1.5) (Theorem 2.3) and the limit theorem (1.10) (Theorem 2.7)
in the simply degenerate case. In addition, Theorem 5.5 extends the limit theorems
(1.8)(a) and (1.10) to the case where G has nonunique isolated minimum points, of
which some are simply degenerate and the rest nondegenerate.
II. Statement of results. Since the support of PA equals the closure of the range of
A [Rajput], we can assume without loss of generality that A > 0. Throughout this
paper we assume that ^ and F are real-valued C°° Fréchet differentiable functionals

on DCand that there exist constants bx > 0, b2 > 0, 0 < b3 < 1/(21M II),b4 > 0 such
that
(2.1)

(a)

\t(Y)\<bxexp(b2\\Y\\2),

(b)

F(Y) > -b3\\Y\\2 - b4

for Y E DC.These bounds are sufficient to assure that J„ exists. Our theorems go
through if (2.1)(b) is replaced by certain weaker lower bounds which arise naturally
in applications [Simon, §18].
Throughout this section we assume that G has a unique minimum point Y*. Our
first two results, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, state the asymptotic expansion of exp(«G*)/„
in the case that Y* is nondegenerate and the case that Y* is simply degenerate,
respectively. In Remark 2.4(c) we briefly discuss the multidegenerate case. If G has
nonunique, isolated minimum points which are all either nondegenerate or simply
degenerate, then the asymptotic expansion is obtained by adding the contributions
made by each minimum point. The contribution of a minimum point is given by
(2.4) if it is nondegenerate and by (2.20) if it is simply degenerate. Since isolated
minimum points must be finite in number (Lemma 3.1), this procedure is well
defined. By Theorem 3.2 all nondegenerate minimum points are isolated.
Before stating Theorem 2.1, we give the intuition behind it. Recall that Y* is
nondegenerate if DC:= ker(G"(T*)) = {0}. Given such a Y*, we can write for ||T ||
small

(2.2)

G(Y* + Y) = G(Y*) + {(G"(Y*)Y, Y)+ error terms.
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(See (2.3) for an exphcit formula for the error terms.) Thus, the important term in
the exponent of (1.2) is {{G"(Y*)Y, Y). Since G"(Y*) is invertible (a consequence of
the nondegeneracy), this term gives rise to a Gaussian measure with covariance
operator [G"(Y*)]~X. The asymptotics of exp(nG*)J„ are derived by expanding
around this measure. It is not hard to show that the error terms in (2.2) are given by

the functional

(2.3)

F3(Y) := F(Y* + Y) - F(Y*) - (F'(Y*), Y)- {-(F"(Y*)Y, Y).

F3 enters the asymptotic expansion in Theorem 2.1 below.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that G has a unique minimum point Y* and that Y* is
nondegenerate. Then B '.= [G"(Y*)]~l exists and is the covariance operator of a mean
zero Gaussian measure PB on DC, and exp(nG*)Jn has the asymptotic expansion (see
the explanation below)

(2.4) e"G'J„~ A-'/2J>(y* + Y/fi) exp[-nF3(Y/Jn~)]dPB(Y) asn^ac.
In (2.4), A := det(7 + AF"(Y*)\ A is well defined and A > 0. The leading term in
(2.4) equals ^/^(Y*).
Explanation. Because of the smoothness of ip and F, the integrand on the
right-hand side of (2.4) has for each Y E DCan asymptotic expansion of the form

A-'/^fy*

+ Y/fii) exp[-AiF3(y/v^)] ~ 2 aj(Y)n-J/2

as n -* oo,

j>0

where the {at(Y)) are functionals. Then (2.4) means that exp(nG*)Jn has the
asymptotic expansion

(2.5)

e"G'Jn~l

[faj(Y)dPB(Y))n

i/2
J/

as n -> oo.

For y odd, aj(Y) turns out to be an odd function of Y. Since PB is mean zero, the
expansion (2.4) has the form (1.4); i.e., only integral powers of n'x appear.
Remark 2.2. (a) We give the first two terms in (2.4) if ip = 1:
e nGX

= A-'/;

"U(3!)2

4! J

\n2

where d} ■= /DJF(Y*)YjdPB(Y). For details, see the proof of Theorem 2.1.
(b) In (2.4), we multiply /„ by exp(«G*) in order to cancel the contribution of
G(Y*) = G* when (2.2) is substituted into (1.2). This also apphes to the simply
degenerate case.
We now discuss the asymptotic expansion in the simply degenerate case. Recall
that y* is simply degenerate if dim DC= 1. Given such a Y*, the previous analysis
completely breaks down since G"(Y*) is no longer invertible and we can no longer
expand around a Gaussian measure. Let t denote the orthogonal projection onto %±
and pick U E DC a unit vector. (One easily checks that all of our results are
independent of the sign of [/.) We write y G DCin the form

(2.6)

y=zf7+A-GDCeDC^,
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where z := (Y, U) and X := Ty Following (2.2), we examine G(y* + Y) for ||y ||
small. Writing Y as in (2.6), we find for some m > 2
zm

(2 7)

G(Y* + Y) = G(Y*) + ^£>mG(y*)t/m

+ |(G"(y*)A-, X)

+ (cross terms in z, X) + (error term in z, X).

The cross terms are all terms which are of order 0(zJ || X||) for/ G {1,2,...,m
— 1}
while the error terms are all terms which are of order o(zm) or o(||A'||2). Unfortunately, when inserted into (1.2), the cross terms (2.7) contribute to the leading
asymptotics ofJn. We introduce a new way of writing y which eliminates these cross
terms altogether.

We modify (2.6) by writing Y in the form

(2.8)

Y = zU+Q(zU)

+ X,

where z := (Y, U) and X E %L . For each F G DCwith ||F|| sufficiently small (in
particular, for V '■— zU, z real and sufficiently small) $(F)

is an element of DCto be

defined explicitly in (2.11) below. The map $: P"-»$(P") is C00 and satisfies
$(0) = 0. These properties imply that ||$(zi/)|| = O(z) as | z |-» 0. Hence, we find
that for || y || small,

G(Y* + Y) = G(Y* + zU + $(zU) + X)
= G(Y* + zU + <S>(zU))+ (G'(Y* + zU+<ï>(zU)),X)
(2.9)

+\(G"(Y*

+ zU + <S>(zU))X,X)+ o(\\X\\2)

= G(Y* + zU+ $(zU))

+ (G'(Y* + zU+ $(zt/)),

X)

+ HG"(Y*)X,X)+o(\\X\\2).
The idea is to pick $(z£/) in order to eliminate the cross terms; i.e., to make

(2.10)

(G'(Y* + zU+*(zU)),X)=0

for all X E %x .

Since y* is simply degenerate, the operator rG"(y*)T is invertible on %± with
inverse operator denoted by B± . By the implicit function theorem, the relation

(2.11)

4>= -b±tf;(v+<ï>)

defines a unique C00 %± -valued function $(F) for all V E% of sufficiently small
norm. The functional F3 in (2.11) was defined in (2.3). In Lemma 5.2, we prove that
with this i> (2.10) holds. $(z(7) can be computed to any order in z by a straightforward iteration.
We now turn to the leading order behavior in z of G(Y* + Y) in (2.9). Suppose
that for small z we can write

(2.12)

G(Y* + zU+®(zU))

= G(Y*) + Xzk + 0(zk+x),

where X = X(Y*) is nonzero and k = k(Y*) is a positive integer. We call k the type
and X the strength of Y*. (If there exists no integer k such that the expansion (2.12) is
valid for small z, then we define k(Y*) — oo and X(Y*) — 0.) We have explicitly

(2.13) k = min{j: jE [i,2,...),diG(Y*
(2.14)

+ zU + <&(zU))/dzJ\z=0^ 0),

X = dkG(Y* + zU+ Q(zU))/dzk

L_0.
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Since y* is an isolated, simply degenerate minimum point, we must have À > 0, k
even, and one can show k 3=4 (Lemma 4.3). Since k is even, the definitions of type
and strength are independent of the sign of U.
From (2.9), (2.10), and (2.12), we finally have the correct analogue of (2.2) in the
simply degenerate case:

G(Y* + Y) = G(Y* + zU + $(zU) + X)
(2.15)

= G(Y*) + Xzk + {(G"(Y*)X,
= G(Y*) + Xzk + \(TG"(Y*)rX,

A> + (error terms in z, A)
A> + (error terms in z, X),

where the error terms are of order 0(zk+x) and o(|| AMI2).(See (2.18) for an explicit
formula for the error terms.) By (2.15), we see that G approximately decouples along
the subspaces DCand DCX. This decoupling gives rise in (1.2) to a non-Gaussian
measure exp(-Xzk)dz in the degenerate subspace DCand a Gaussian measure with
covariance operator (TG"(y*)i-)~' in the nondegenerate subspace %± . The asymptotics of exp(nG*)Jn are obtained by expanding around these two measures in the
respective subspaces.
We need several definitions in order to simplify the statement of Theorem 2.3. For
z real and sufficiently small, we define

(2.16)

W(z) := zU+9(zU).

Since <fr(zU) is well defined and smooth for all real, sufficiently small z, W(z) shares
these properties. For W E % and X E DC"1-,
we define the functional

F3(W, X) := F(Y* + W+ X) - F(Y* + W)
-(F'(Y* + W), X)- {(F"(Y*)X, X).
This functional enters the expression for the error terms in z, X which appear in the
expansion (2.15). These error terms are given by

(2.18)

G(Y* + W(z)) - G(Y*) - Xzk + F3(W(z), X).

(By (2.12) the first three terms of (2.18) are 0(zk+x); by (5.23) F3(W(z), X) =
o(|| A"H2) as | z | +11A|| -» 0.) The functional F3 is the analogue in the simply
degenerate case of the functional F3 defined in (2.3). Finally, for z real and

sufficiently small and X E DC-1,we define
Qn(z,X): = iP(Y*+ W(z) + X)
(2-19)

-exp[-n{G(y*

+ W(z)) - G* -Xzk)]exp[-nF3(W(z),

X)}.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that G has a unique minimum point Y* and that Y* is simply
degenerate. Then tG"(Y*)j is invertible on %± with inverse operator denoted by B± .
B± is the covariance operator of a mean zero Gaussian measure PB on %L . Suppose
further that Y* has type k < oo and strength X. Then exp(nG*)Jn has the asymptotic
expansion (see the explanation below)

(2.20)
,"G'j

^n\/2-\/k

[2*(AU,U)KY/2

¡

Ü„[z/nx/k, X/¡n)e-^k

dzdPB(X)
as n -> oo.
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In (2.20), Â:= det(I + TpAprF"(Y*)T), where p is the bounded operator on %

definedby pY := Y - [(AU, Y)/(AU, U)]U; Ä is well definedand À > 0. The
leading term in (2.20) is

„'/2-'/*[2^c/,c/>À]-,/2jTe-*'4

dziP(Y*).

Explanation. The smoothness of ip and F and the fact that W(z) is well defined
and smooth for real sufficiently small z imply that for each z G R, X G %± , the
integrand on the right-hand side of (2.20) has an asymptotic expansion of the form

nx/2-x/k[2tt(AU,U)KYX/2ün(z/nx/k,

X/{n~) ~ nx/2~x/k 2 «,(*, A>">/*,
y>0

where the {ô,(z, A')} are functionals. Then (2.20) means that exp(nG*)J„ has the
asymptotic expansion
e"G'J„r.ni/2-1/kX

(2.21)

/

±äJ(z,X)e-^dzdPB±(X)\n'x/k

>° l RXK

J
as « -> oo.
\

k

For y odd, äj(z, X) turns out to be an odd function of z or X. Since e
is an even
density and PB is mean zero, (2.20) has the form (1.5); i.e., only integral powers of
n'2/k appear.

Remark 2.4. (a) We give the first two terms in (2.20) if ip = 1 and k = 4. Even in
this, the simplest simply degenerate case, the result is much more complicated than
in the nondegenerate case (see Remark 2.2(a)). We find that

(2.22)

e"GX = nx^[2-n(AU,U)KY/2[l + TXA/ft + oß)},

(2.23)

r14:= f

[Ùd*f(y*)(u,
z2

¿

,

x2)]2 - Çd*f(y*)(<i>2,x2)
w

,

i.

^rD*F(Y*)(U2,
4
* v /v
' X2)7
+ y

G52- Z6G6+ yG5i)3F(r)(í/,

I^-^à^JX).

The element <ï>2G %x is defined by the expansion <&(zU) — <S>2z2
+ G(z3). We find
$2 : = -Bx D2F'(Y*)U2. The numbers {G,} are defined by
(2.24)

G(Y* + W(z)) = G(Y*) + G4z4 + G5z5 + G6z6 + 0(z1).

Since k = 4, we have X = G4 > 0. We find
A = G4 = Z)4F(y*)L74/4!-(F±Z)2F'(y*)(72,

F»2F'(y*)i/2>/8,

but G5 and G6 are in general too comphcated to write out here. Our formula for G4
also appears in [Schulman, §15, Notes], where an analogous problem involving the
asymptotics of Feynman path integrals is considered.
(b) The operator rpApr in the definition of Ä inverts tA~xt on %±. See Lemma

5.2.
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(c) We compare the simply degenerate and the multidegenerate cases. In the
former case, since X > 0 and k > 4 is even, we conclude that /z7exp(-Az*) dz < oo
for ally G (0,1,2,...}.
Hence, in (2.21) we may expand around this measure in the
degenerate direction. Consider now the multidegenerate case. Suppose that
if:=dimDC>l
and that {Ux,...,Ud} is an orthonormal basis of DC. Given
z := (zx,...,zd) E Rd, we write z ■ U for zxUx+ ■■• +zdUd. For all sufficiently
small z G R^, one can define $(z • U) E %± such that for X E DCX

(2.25)v G(Y*
v + z- U+X+Q(z-U))
v

"

= G(Y*) + TTk(z)+ \(G"(Y*)X,

X) + (error terms in z, X),

where irk(z) is a homogeneous polynomial of some even degree k ^ 4. The analogue
of Theorem 2.3 holds if /R¿ z" exp(-nk(z)) dz < oo for all multi-indices
n '■—(nx,...,nd).
Instances where this integrability condition fails are readily determined. For example, in [Ellis-Newman, §6], for DC: = R2, a G is considered for
which k — 4, irA(z) = z2z2/4. The integral of exp(-w4(z)) over R2 is logarithmically
divergent. The leading order term in the asymptotic expansion of exp(nG*)/„ is
proportional to log n.
Finally, we state limit theorems for DC-valued random variables {Yn} with distributions {Qn} in (1.6). These theorems will be generalized in §§IV and V to cover the
case of nonunique, isolated minimum points. In these theorems, C(DC) denotes the
set of all bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on DC.
Theorem

2.5. Suppose that G has a unique minimum point Y*. Then for all

functions <j>E C(DC),
MY/n)exp[-nF(Y/n)]

(2.26)

---s-L^<p(Y*);

dPA(Y/{n)

i.e., Y„/n -» ov„.

This result follows from [Donsker-Varadhan, Theorem 6.2] and [Varadhan, §3].
The continuity of F suffices.
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that G has a unique minimum point Y* and that Y* is
nondegenerate. Then for all functions <j>E C(%)
I

¡4(Y(2.27) ^-,n

r-\

I

r-\

nY*)/{n) >exp
\-nF( Y/n )]dPA[Y/p)
,
V;A
' ^U(Y)dPB(Y),

where F„ is the Gaussian measure defined in Theorem 2.1. In other words,
(Yn-nY*)/{n^PB.

Given a probability measure i on R and a nonzero element F G DC,¿^denotes
probability measure on DCdefined by

(2.28)

j*{Y)dty{Y):=

j*(zV)dl(z),
R

Clearly, £v is concentrated on the span of V.

<t>EC(%).

the
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Theorem 2.7. Suppose that G has a unique minimum point Y* and that Y* is simply
degenerate of type k < oo and strength X. Then for all functions <pE C(%)

J<t>((Y- nY*)/nx~x/k)exp[-nF(Y/n)}
(2-29)

dPA(Y/Jn~)

JR<t>(zU)e-x*kdz
,-Az
/Re-*'

dz

Li-i/*î,

where U E DC,\\U\\ = 1. /« oíAer worífc, (y„ - nY*)/nx~x/k -+ ^x,
S*,A> where
wrier c ^
Sfc.A is
' the
probability measure on R with density exp(-Xzk)/JKexp(-Xzk)
dz.

When it is interpreted in terms of random variables, the asymptotic expansion of
Theorem 2.1 makes essential use of the fact that the distribution of ( Yn— n Y*)/ jh~
is close to PB. We emphasize that in distinct contrast to the nondegenerate limit
(2.27), the limit t-kX in the simply degenerate case is concentrated on the one-dimensional subspace DC.The nonstandard scaling «'~~x/k in (2.29) (where k s* 4) is needed
because of high correlations in the degenerate direction U.
III. Notation and facts needed for proofs. We denote by <$>(%) the set of all
bounded linear operators mapping DCto DC.We use the same symbol ||-|| to denote
the norm on DCand the derived operator norm on 9>(%). F is assumed to be a
real-valued, C°°-Fréchet differentiable functional on the real separable Hilbert space

DC.Given Y,YX, Y2,...,E%, we denote theyth Fréchet derivative of F at Y by
DF(Y)YXfory = 1 and by DJF(Y)(YX,..., Yj) fory > 2. If Yx= Y2= • • - Yp then
we write DJF( Y )Y{ instead of the latter; if for some m G {l,...,y — l),Yx= ■■■=
ym> Ym+\ = • ■■ = Yj, then we write D^F(J)(Yxm, Y/rm). By the Riesz_representation theorem, there exist an element F'(Y) E % and an operator F"(Y) E ®(DC)

such that
(3.1)

DF(Y)YX = (F'(Y),YX),

D2F(Y)(YX,Y2) = (F"(Y)YX,Y2).

Given r>0,_we
define S(Y, r) := {Y: Y E %, \\Y-Y\\<r},
S(Y, r) : =
{Y:YE%, \\Y- Y\\ < r}.
Let PA be a mean zero Gaussian measure on DCwith covariance operator A. In
general, A is a nonnegative, symmetric, trace class operator on DC[Gihman-Skorohod, Theorem V.6.1]. As already stated, we assume (without loss of generality) that
a is strictly positive, {Ä denotes the unique, nonnegative, symmetric square root of
a and a~1/2 the inverse of \fÄ. óí)(^"l/'2), the domain of A'x/1, is dense in DCand
is a Hilbert space when equipped with the inner product (Yx, Y2)A '■=
(A-X/2YX,A~X/2Y2). We call this Hilbert space DC,,and write its norm as ||-||^.
Given F G DC^,r > 0, we define

sA(?,r):=

{y;yeDC^iiF-rii/4<r},

sA(Y,r):=

{y-yGDC^iiy-yii^/-}.

We define the entropy functional I — IA of PA by the formula

(3.2)

,(Y):Jim'<
'

+00

VÏG%"
if yGDC\Dt\,
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and the functional G by the formula

(3.3)
G(Y):= F(Y) + I(Y).
If it happens that Y E ^(A^), then G(Y) = F(Y) + \(A~XY,Y). The functional /
is discussed in [Freidlin] and in [Wentzell] under the name action functional. G is
C°°-Fréchet differentiable on DC^with Fréchet derivatives

(a)

DG(Y)YX = (F'(Y),

(b)

D2G(Y)(YX,Y2)

(c)

DJG(Y)(YX,...,YJ)

Yx)+ (Y, YX)A= (AF'(Y)

= (F"(Y)YX,

+ Y, YJA,

Y2)+ (Yx, Y2)A = (AF"(Y

= DJF(Y)(YX,...,YJ)

ify > 3.

Although G is not Fréchet differentiable on DC, if y G ^(a-1),
notation

(3.5)

G'(Y):=

A~XY+ F'(Y),

)YX + Yx, Y2)A,

then we use the

G"(Y) := A~x+ F"(Y).

Thus the domain of G"(Y) is %A~X).
We define G* := inf{G(T): y G DC}.A point Y* G %A is said to be a minimum
point of G if G(Y*) = G*. We define 911to be the set of all minimum points of G.
Key facts about minimum points are stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that F satisfies the bound (2.1)(b). Then minimum points of G
exist. If y* is a minimum point, then Y* E 6i)(A~x),

(3.6)

G'(Y*) = F'(Y*) + A-XY*= 0,

and

(3.7)

lim - log ¡e-"HY/<in)dP(Y) = -G(Y*).
n->oo

tl

J

For any number u E [G*, oo) the set {Y: G(Y) < u) is a nonempty, compact subset of
DC. In particular, 911 is compact. Hence, if the minimum points are all isolated, then
they are finite in number.

Proof. If Y* is a minimum point then, for all Y E%A, DG(Y*)Y = 0, and so by

(3.4)(a) AF'(Y*) + Y* = 0. Since F'(Y*) G DC,we see that Y* E ^}(A~X)and that
(3.6) holds. The limit (3.7) is proved in [Elhs-Rosen (2), Theorem A.7] as well as in
[Donsker-Varadhan, Corollary 6.3]. We now prove that Sr:= {Y: G(Y) *s u) is a
nonempty, compact subset of DCand that minimum points of G exist. G is lower
semicontinuous (l.s.c.) since G := F + I with F continuous and / l.s.c. (DC-ana-

logue of [Ellis-Rosen (2), Lemma 4.4(a)]). Thus, ff is closed. For Y E <$, (2.1)(b)
implies /(y)<M + Z>4-r-Z>3||y||2. Thus, for 7£f,
I(Y) <«-'(« + b4), where
8 := 1 — 2¿>3||a|| > 0. Hence fis compact since for any L real {Y: I(Y) < L) is
compact [Ellis-Rosen, Lemma A.8]. Being l.s.c, G achieves its absolute minimum on
the compact set W. This completes the proof since inf G on ÍFequals inf G on DC. D
If y* is a minimum point of G, then for all Y E %A, D2G(Y*)Y2 > 0. This

implies by (3.4)(b)

(3.8)

G"(Y*) := F"(Y*) + A'1 > 0.
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We define DC'•= ker(G"(y*)). We say that Y* is nondegenerate, simply degenerate, or
multidegenerate according to whether DC= {0}, dim DC= 1, or dim DC> 1. Since

DC= {Y: AF"(Y*)Y= -Y}, the compactness of AF"(Y*) implies that in general
dim DC< oo.
We state a useful fact about nondegenerate minimum points.
Theorem 3.2. // Y* is a nondegenerate minimum point of G, then Y* is an isolated
minimum point.

The proof depends on the following lemma, which is used several times in this
paper.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that Ax is a symmetric, strictly positive, compact operator on a
real separable Hilbert space %, and that A E $ ( DC,) has the property that A ~x
' + A >
0 on6il(Axx). Then there exists a constant v > 0 such that for all Y G DC,

(3.9)

((/ + ^7A^47)y,y>^Hiy||2.

Proof. Let {ny, j = 1,2,...} be the eigenvalues of {Â~x
A{X~x. Since {X~xA{Axis
compact and symmetric, it suffices to prove that 1 + /i, > 0 for eachj. If / G DC,,

/^ 0, satisfies {Ä~xA]fÄx~f=
pjf, then f E^}(AX~X/2)
and so g := {Â~xfE ^(a,1).
Hence

(3-10) 1 + h■= JJl2 <(' + ^A/^)/>

/>= iJl2<(A^ + A)*>*>■

Thus, 1 + (ij■> 0 since a;"1 + A > 0 on ^(A^1). D
Proof of Theorem 3.2. If Y* is the unique minimum point of G, then we are
done. Otherwise, since A'x is in general unbounded, it is easier to prove first that Y*
is an isolated minimum point in DC^, then that Y* is an isolated minimum point in
DC.We prove the assertion about %A. By Lemma 3.3 with DC,:= DC,Ax := A,
A : = F"(Y*), there exists v > 0 such that for all V E %A

(3.11)

<(/ + {ÄF"(Y*){Ä)a-x/2V,

A~x/2V)> v\\A-x/2V\\2.

By the smoothness of F, there exists v > 0 such that for all Y E SA(Y*, r)

(3.12)

<(/ + {ÄF"(Y){Ä)a-x/2V,

A-x/2V)^ ^\\A-x/2V\\2.
2

But (3.12) shows that for all V E %A
(3.13)

D2G(Y)V2 = ((/ + AF"(Y))V,

v

V)A > ^\\V\\2A.
2

Hence by [Berger, Theorem 3.2.2] there exists a number rx E (0, r] such that Y* is
the unique minimum point of G in SA(Y*, rx).
We now prove the assertion about DC.Assume, on the contrary, that Y* is not an
isolated minimum point in DC. Then we may find a sequence {Y*} of minimum
points such that ||y* — Y"*||-» 0 as m -> oo. By the smoothness of F, this would

imply ||F'(Y*) - F'(Y*)\\ - 0 and thus by (3.6), ||a-'y* - A~XY*\\-* 0. But then
we would have \\Y* - Y*\\A:= (A'XY* - A'xYm, Y* - Y*)^0,
the first part of this proof. D

which contradicts
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IV. Proofs of Theorems 2.1, 2.6, and extensions (nondegenerate case). The plan of
this section is to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.6 together with extensions of Theorems
2.5 and 2.6. The extensions cover the case where G has nonunique minimum points
all of which are nondegenerate. By Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, these minimum
points must be finite in number. These extensions are stated and proved as Theorem

4.6 at the end of the section.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 depends on three lemmas, Lemmas 4.1-4.3, which are
stated just below. After stating the lemmas, we prove Theorem 2.1, then prove the
lemmas. Lemma 4.1 shows that the main contribution to exp(nG*)Jn comes from a
neighborhood of Y*. Lemma 4.2 is the heart of the proof. It expresses this
contribution in a usable form that allows one to complete the analysis. Lemma 4.3
gives an important bound on certain tail probabihties. We state Lemmas 4.1 -4.2 in
greater generality than is needed to prove Theorem 2.1 since they will also be used to
prove Theorem 4.6, in which it is assumed that G has nonunique minimum points.
Lemma 4.1. Let 91Ldenote the set of minimum points of G. Suppose that ip and F
satisfy the bounds (2.1)(a)-(b). Then for any 8 > 0 there exists c = c(8) > 0 such that

(4.1)

enC"f

ip{Y/{n~)e-nFW^dPA(Y)

= 0(e-nc).

J(Y:\\Y/jn-Y*\\>8,allY*<EsM,)

Remark 4.1(a). The only smoothness required of ip in (4.1) is that it be continuous. This form of Lemma 4.1 is used below in the proofs of Theorems 2.6, 2.7, 4.6,

and 5.5.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that Y* is a nondegenerate minimum point of G. Then

(4.2)

A = A(y*) := det(l + AF"(Y*))

is well defined and A > 0. Also, G"(Y*) is invertible on DCand
(4.3)
B = B(Y*):= (G"(Y*))~l
is the covariance operator of a mean zero Gaussian measure PB on DC. Define the

functional F3 = F3(Y*; ■)by (2.3). Then for any 8 > 0

e"G'f

JS(jnY*,jnS)

ip(Y/f)e-"^^dPA(Y)
V

(4.4)

= A"'/2/

^(y* + Y/f)e-"^^dPB(Y).

Remark 4.2(a). The only smoothness required of ip in (4.4) is that it be continuous. This form of Lemma 4.2 is used below in the proofs of Theorems 2.6, 4.6, and

5.5.
Lemma 4.3. Let P be any mean zero Gaussian measure on % and let Ax be its
covariance operator. For any b E (0,1 /(211A, 11
)), we have / exp( b\\Y\\2)dP(Y)
< oo.
For any such b there exists c = c(b) > 0 such that

(4.5)

P{Y:\\Y\\>a)<ce-b"2

for all a > 0.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. The facts about A, B, PB are proved in Lemma 4.2. We
prove (2.4) by showing that there exist functionals {r,; y = 0,1,...} such that for
any integer Af > 0
M

(4.6)

enC'J„ = 2 TjH-i + 0(n~(M+X))

asn -* oo.

7=0

The {Ej) are found by expanding the integrand in (2.4) in powers of Y/ jñ and then
by integrating term-by-term with respect to dPB over DC.Since PB is mean zero, only
integral powers of n'x survive.
Since 9H = {Y*), the domain of integration in (4.1) is [S(jñ Y*, jñ8)]c. Hence by

Lemmas 4.1-4.2, for any 8 > 0

(4.7) e"cX = A-'/2/"

MY* + Y/{n~)e-nF¿Y^UPB(Y) + 0(e~"c),

JS(0,jn8)

where c = c(8) > 0. We show how to go from (4.7) to (2.4). Let an integer Af > 0 be

given.

Pick

S so small

that

\\D2m+ 2iP(Y* + Y)\\,

\\D3F(Y* + Y)\\,

IID2M+4F(Y* + y)\\ are uniformly bounded on S(0, 8). By Taylor's theorem [Berger,

Theorem 2.1.33],we have for all Y E 5(0, Jñ8)
2M+\

(4.8) ip(Y*+Y/fi)=

,

2

/ y \'

-rjDj4>(Y*)-p

y=o J-

+ 0(l|y ll2A/+V<w+I>)

W« /

and
2M+3

(4.9)

-«F3(y//«")=

2
7= 3

We also note that if || Y/jñ\\<

(4.10)

_,

yj

-|z^F-(y*)^—

|«F3(y/^")

/'

+ o(iiy||2A/+4«-(A/+1))W77

8, then

|= o(imi3/^)

= 0(o||y||2).

(This shows that the term nF3(Y/ jñ) in (2.4) is an error term.)
For any real number x we have
2M+1

(4.11)

ex=

2

x,/il4Stt',

where|5A/|<eW|x|2A/+2.

¡=o
Hence for all Y E S(0, Jñ~8),we have
2A/+I

(4.12)
(4.13)

exp[-»F3(y/^)]

= l+

2
/=i

(-nF3(Y/{n~))'/i\ + SM,

|5M|<exp[|«F3(y/^)|]|«F3(y/^)|2w+2
L
/ J

v

/

= 0(exp[cx8\\Y\\2]\\Y\\^M+i>n^M+^),

where cx = cx(8) > 0. The last estimate uses (4.10). We substitute (4.9) into the

right-hand side of (4.12), then substitute (4.8), (4.12) into (4.7). There exists an
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integer A = N(M) and for each i E {0,... ,2Af + 1} there exist functionals H,(y)

such that
2M+1

(4.14)

e"c<n/„ = A->/2 2

n-rj

,= 0

Z,(Y) dPB(Y) + TM(n),
JS(0,jn8)

where
(4.15)

|FM(w)|=£ const

1

f

n(M+\)

[l + \\Y\\NW]ec>sm2dPB(Y)

,s(QwnS)

By reducing 8, if necessary, we conclude by Lemma 4.3 that

(4.16)

TM(n) = 0(n-<»+").

In (4.14), H0 = ip(Y*) and, for i E {l,2,...,2M
+ I), H, is a sum of products
involving DjiP(Y*)Yj and DlF(Y*)Y' for j E {0,. . . ,2M + 1} and IE
{3,... ,2M + 3). If i is odd, then H, is an odd function of Y.
We claim that for each i E (0,...,2M + 1}

(4.17)

/

JS(0,jnS)

E,(y) dPB(Y) = .faiY) dPB(Y) + 0(e-"')
J

for some c2 > 0. Since PB is mean zero and E,- is an odd function of Y for odd i,

jZjdPB —0 for odd /'. Substituting (4.16)—(4.17)into (4.14), we obtain the expansion (4.6) with

(4.18)

I\:= A~x/2fz2j(Y)dPB(Y).

We prove (4.17). For each /' G {0,... ,2M + 1}, there exists an integer A, > 0 such

that | E,(y) |< const(l + Hm*')- Hence(4.17) follows from Lemma4.3.

D

We next prove Lemmas 4.1, 4.3 and 4.2.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let £ be any closed subset of DCsuch that £ n 91L= 0. We
first prove that there exists D > 0 such that

(4.19)

inf{G(Y):YEt}

- G*> D.

Suppose that (4.19) is false. Then there exists a sequence {Ym; m = 1,2,...}

in £

such that G(Ym)^ G* and G(Ym) < G* + 1 for each <D1L.
By Lemma 3.L_the_set
{Ym) is conditionally compact and so there exists an element Y such that 11Y— Ym\\

-> 0. Since £ is closed, we have Y E £. By [Ellis-Rosen (2), Lemma 4.5(a)] (with DC
written for C[0,1]), G is lower semicontinuous, and so

g*=^J(yI)>g(y).

Since we must have G(Y) > G*, we conclude G(Y) = G* or F G 91L.Thus Y G ß
n 911, which is impossible. This contradiction proves (4.19). By [Donsker-Varadhan,

Theorem 6.2] and [Varadhan, §3], (4.19) implies

(4.20)

Qn{Y:Y/nEt}=0(e-"D),

where Qn is the measure defined in (1.6). The limit (3.7) imphes that for any e > 0

(4.21)

e"c* = 0(e"/Z(n)),
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where Z(n) is defined in (1.7). The bounds (4.20)-(4.21) imply that

(4.22)

e^'je-^^dPjfiY)

= 0(e-"^-')).

We pick e G (0, D). (If | ip | were uniformly bounded on DC,then (4.22) would imply
(4.1).) By Lemma 3.1, "DUis compact and so there exists R > 0 such that 911 C

{Y: || Y|| < F/2}. For fixed 8 > 0 and any sufficiently large R the set

(4.23)

tR:= {Y:\\Y- Y\\>4,

aliyG<DH; ||y||<F}

is nonempty and closed. For any such R, the left-hand side of (4.1) is bounded by

e"G'Jt\*(Y)\e-^UPA(fnY)
(4.24)
+ e"G'[

\iP(Y)\e-"F^dPA(Jn~Y).

JiY:\\Y\\>R}

Below we shall choose a suitable value of R. Since | ip \ is uniformly bounded on tR,

(4.22) implies that the first term in (4.24) is bounded by 0(exp(-n(D — e))). By
(2.1)(b) the second term in (4.24) is bounded by

(4.25) bxexp[n(G(Y*) + b4)] f

exp «(z>3+ ^)liy||2]jF,(/«"y).

J{Y:\\Y\\>R)

Since b3 E (0,l/(2||a||)),
we can pick q > 1 and e, > 0 such that q(b3 + b2/n) <
1/(2|| A ||) — e, for all n sufficiently large. Letp be the conjugate exponent to q. Then
by Lemma 4.3, (4.25) is bounded by

( • )

bxexp[n(G* + b4)][pA{Y:\\Y\\ > Rf}]'^

/

exp

2||ai -e,)l

dPA(Y)

o(exp[n(G*

+ b4- bR2/p)])

for some b > 0. This is bounded by 0(exp(-n(D — e))) provided we pick a sufficiently large R. Thus, both terms in (4.24) have been suitably bounded and we

obtain (4.1). D
Proof of Lemma 4.3. The first assertion is proved in [Gihman-Skorohod, p. 351].
The second assertion follows from the first via Chebyshev's inequality. D
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We shall derive the facts about A and B from the following
lemma. This lemma, which will be proved after the proof of Lemma 4.2, is also used
later in this paper.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that Ax is a symmetric, strictly positive, trace class operator on
a real separable Hilbert space DC, and that A is a symmetric operator in 'S (DC,) such

thatA\x + A > 0 on ^(A^).

Then

A, := det(/ + a,A) = det(/ + y^A^)
is well defined and A, > 0. Also, Bx '■— (Ax~x+ A)"1 exists and is given by

(4.27)

Bx = {Äx(l+ {a~xA{Âx) {Äx.
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Bx is the covariance operator of a mean zero Gaussian measure Ffl| on DC, and

(4.28)

dPBt(Y)= /Ä7 exp(-KAy r» dPA¡(Y).

The facts about A and B follow from Lemma 4.4. Indeed, by definition of
nondegeneracy, the hypotheses of this lemma are satisfied with DC, := DC,Ax '■= A,

and A : = F"(Y*). In addition, (4.28) implies that for y G DC

(4.29)

dPB(Y) ^ {K exp(-UF"(Y*)Y,Y))

dPA(Y).

We need one more fact in order to prove (4.4). This fact follows from [Gihman-

Skorohod, Theorem VII.4.1].
Lemma 4.5. Let P be any mean zero Gaussian measure on DC, Ax its covariance
operator, and 74| its entropy functional (see (3.2)). If V E ^(A^), then P(- + V)<^P
and

(dP(- + V)/dP)(Y)

= exp[-IA¡(V) - (A-XXV,Y)].

We are now ready to prove (4.4). In the integral on the left-hand side of (4.4), we

translate Y -* Y + JñY*. By Lemma 3.1, Y* G ^(A'1) so that by Lemma 4.5, the
left-hand side of (4.4) equals

e"G^í
(4-30)

x¡/(Y*+Y/f¡)
r

,

,

r-\

r~ M

•exp[-n{F(y* + Y/f)+I(Y*)

+ (A~xY*,Y/{¡i))\ dPA(Y).

In (4.30), we substitute

(4.31)
F(Y* + Y/{n~) = F(Y*) + (F'(Y*),Y/{n~) + -^(F"(Y*)Y,Y)+

F3(y*; Y/{n~).

By (3.3) and (3.6), (4.30) equals

(4.32)

f

JS(0,jn8)

ip(Y*+ Y/f¡) exp[-«F3(y*; Y/{n)\ exp[-\(F"(Y*)Y, Y)] dPA(Y).

This equals the right-hand side of (4.4) by (4.29). D
Proof of Lemma 4.4. In order to prove the statements about A,, we use
[Gohberg-Kreín, Chapter IV. 1]. Ax, and thus AXA, are trace class operators on DC,.

Thus, A, is well defined. We now prove A, > 0. Writing {fiy,j = 1,2,...}

for the

eigenvalues of {Â~xA{À~x, we have
00

(4.33)

A, = det(/+^A/äT)=

u 0 + My)7=1

Hence it suffices to prove that 1 + jti■> 0 for eachy. This follows from Lemma 3.3.
We next prove the statements about Bx. On 6d(Ax]), we have

(4.34)

Axx+ A = A-xx/2(I+{Axa{ax)axx/2.
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By Lemma 3.3, there exists a constant v > 0 such that (/ + {Ä/xA{Â/x) s* v. There

also exists a constant v > v such that i>> (I + {AxA{ax). By [Riesz-Sz.-Nagy, pp.
265-266], (/ + {ax A{Ax) is invertible. Hence (/Ij"1 + A) is invertible and we have
(4.27). Since (4.27) exhibits F, as a nonnegative, symmetric, trace class operator, Bx
is the covariance operator of a mean zero Gaussian measure PB on DC[Gihman-

Skorohod, Theorem V.6.7]. Equation (4.28) follows from [Gihman-Skorohod, Theorem VII.4.4 and Remark, p. 498] (with their V : = a, A).
We now turn to the probabilistic limit theorems. We first prove Theorem 2.6, then
state and prove extensions of Theorems 2.5-2.6 to the case where G has nonunique
minimum points all of which are degenerate. These extensions are given in Theorem

4.6. We prove Theorems 2.6 and 4.6 by applying Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 as modified by
Remarks 4.1(a) and 4.2(a) respectively.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. We prove that for any <pE C(%)

l<p(Y - {nY*)exp[-nF(Y/Jn)\
(4.35)

dPA(Y)

}4>(Y)dPB(Y).

/exp[-«F(y/^")]^(y)

We multiply the numerator and denominator of the left-hand side of (4.35) by enG*
By Lemma 4.1, the resulting quotient equals
,nG*

(4.36)

Wy,«)*(r-

{n~Y*)exp[-nF(Y/f)} dPA(Y)+ Q(g-"')

e"C7S(,„r^)exp[-nF(y//«")]

dPA(Y) + O(e^)

for any 8 > 0 and c = c(<5)> 0. We have by Lemma 4.2 that (4.36) equals
A-x/%o,MMY)e~"F^n)dPB(Y)

(4-37)

A-'/2W,S) e-«™

+ Q(e-<)

dPB(Y) + 0(e-c)

We want to use the dominated convergence theorem to study the n -» oo limits of

the integrals in (4.37). Since

(4.38) \nF3(Y/f)\^f(l-s)

D2F\ Y

■y«

ds,

the smoothness of F implies that given b > 0 there exists 8X E (0, 8] such that if Y
satisfies \\Y/jñ\\ <8X then, for any n, \nF3(Y/jñ)\<
b\\Y\\2. We replace 8 in
(4.36)-(4.37) by 8X. Lemma 4.3 shows that the dominated convergence theorem is
applicable provided b and thus 5, are sufficiently small. For any fixed Y, (4.38)
implies that nF3(Y/ jñ) -> 0 as n -> oo; also, Xs(o,jnS)(Y) -» L We conclude that as
n -» oo the quotient in (4.37) equals
A"'/2/<i>(y ) dPB(Y) + o(l) + 0(e-"c)

(4-39)

A-x/2fdPB(Y) + o(l) + 0(e~nc)

j<p(Y)dPB(Y)

+ o(l)

provided 8 = Ô, is sufficiently small. This gives (4.35). D
We now assume that G has nonunique minimum points {Y*; a — 1,... ,L) all of
which are nondegenerate. Thus we have LG{2,3,...}.
We extend Theorems
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2.5-2.6 to cover this case. The following quantities arise in these extensions. For

each a E {I,.. .,L), we define
L

(4.40)

ba := [det(7 + AF"(y:))]-x/2,

ba := bj 2 bp,

and B(Y*) := [G"(Y*)]~X. By Lemma 4.2, the {ba) are well-defined, each ba > 0,
and each B(Y*) exists and is the covariance operator of a mean zero Gaussian
measure FB(y.) on DC.
A second type of convergence arises in the extensions of Theorems 2.5-2.6. We
say that a function <f>:% -» R vanishes at infinity if <f>(Ym)
-» 0 for any sequence
{Tm} such that ||ym|| -» oo. Given probability measures {£„; n = 1,2,...} and £ on
DC,we say that the {£„} tend vaguely to £, and write £„ i £, if / <pd£n -* /<f>d| for

all <i>G C(DC) which vanish at infinity. If {Xn} are DC-valued random variables with

distributions {£„},we also write A„ -->£.
In the next theorem, (4.41) generalizes Theorem 2.5 and (4.42) generalizes Theorem 2.6. We recall that the {Yn} are DC-valued random variables with distributions

{0„}in(1.6).
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that G has minimum points {Y*; a = 1,... ,L) and that each
Y* is nondegenerate. Suppose that F satisfies the bound (2.1)(b). Then for all

c¡>G C(DC)
(<t>(Y/n)exp(-nF(Y/n))dPA(Y/Jn~)

(4.41)

y

A{

¿

' - 2 bMYí);

i.e., YJn -* 2£=1 ba8Y,. For each a E (1,... ,L) and for all § E C(%) which vanish

at infinity,

(442) ¡,({y-.y/fi)a^nr/.))«¿r/f.)

^Kh(Y)dPtm(Yh

u.,(r„-„r;)/jïï~b.pBm.
Proof. To prove (4.41), we prove that for any <pE C(%)

(4-43)

j<p(Y/{ñ)exp\-nF(Y/{n~)\dPA(Y)

l,

^V

I ,

íexp[-nF(Y/f)\dPA(Y)

"*2£ K*(Y*a)
a=\

as n -» oo. For 8 >0 and a E {1,...,L}, we write l(a,8) for S(jïïY¿, Jñ8). We
multiply the numerator and denominator of the middle term in (4.43) by exp(nG*).
By Lemma 4.1 the resulting quotient equals

,

,

(4-44)

2la=xe"G'J^S)<t>(Y/fl)exp[-nF(Y/fi)]dPA(Y)
-f-;--r-=¡2«=i enG'{z(a,S)exp[-nF(Y/fii)\

+ 0(e-)

dPA(Y) + O(e^)
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for any 8 > 0 so small that 2(a, 8) D 2(jS, 8) = 0 if a ^ ß and c = c(S) > 0. We
apply Lemma 4.2 to each summand in (4.44). We have for each a E {!,...,/.}

enG'f

'Z'a.S)

*(Y/Jn~)exp[-nF(Y/Jn~)]dPA(Y)

(4-45)

U

HY: + Y/fije-W-.r/rtjp

where <f>equals <¡>or 1. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, provided 8 is sufficiently
small, we may apply the dominated convergence theorem to conclude that as n -» oo,

the quotient in (4.44) equals
^La=iba[<t>(Y:)+o(l)]+Q(e-"c)

(4.46)

2aL=16B[1 + o(l)]

+ 0{e-")

This gives (4.43) and thus (4.41).
We prove (4.42) for a = 1. Define dTa(Y) := e-"F'(Y;'Y^)dPB(Y:)(Y). Proceeding as in the proof of (4.41), we have that the left-hand side of (4.42) equals
-1

2*«,/
a=\

(4-47)

dTa(Y) + 0(e-»c)
JS(0,jn8)

bxf

'S(Q,jn8)

<p(Y)dTx(Y)

L

+ 2 Kl

*(Y+ ¿»(Y?- Y*))dTa(Y)+ 0(e-")

for any sufficiently small 5 > 0 and c — c(8) > 0. Since <¡>vanishes at infinity, the
dominated convergence theorem shows that after reducing 8 (if necessary) each term
in the numerator of (4.47) involving a E {2,...,L)
tends to zero as n -> oo.
Handling the other terms in (4.47) as in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we obtain (4.42).

D
V. Proofs of Theorems 2.3, 2.7 and extensions (simply degenerate case). The plan
of this section is to prove Theorems 2.3 and 2.7 together with extensions of
Theorems 2.5 and 2.7. The extensions cover the case where G has nonunique isolated
minimum points of which some are simply degenerate and the rest nondegenerate.
These extensions are stated and proved as Theorem 5.5 at the end of this section.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 depends on Lemmas 4.1, 4.3, and on three additional
lemmas, Lemmas 5.1-5.3, which are stated just below. Lemma 5.1 states facts about
the function 4>(T) defined imphcitly by (2.11). Lemma 5.2 concerns the operator
rpApT which appears in the definition of the determinant Â in Theorem 2.3. Lemma
5.3 is the analogue, in the simply degenerate case, of Lemma 4.2. After stating the
lemmas, we prove Theorem 2.3, then prove the lemmas.
Given y* a simply degenerate minimum point of G, we recall that t is the
orthogonal projection onto DC: = ker(G"(y*)), U is a unit vector in DC,and p is the
bounded operator on DCdefined by

(5.1)

pY:=Y-[(AU,Y)/(AU,U)]U.
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As explained in §11 (see (2.9)-(2.10)), equation (5.4) in the next lemma implies the
vanishing of the cross terms in G(Y* + Y) when Y is written in the form (2.8).
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that Y* is a simply degenerate minimum point of G. Define
F3 — F3(Y*; ■)by (2.3). Then there exists 8 > 0 such that the equation

(5.2)

*(V) = -B±tF;(V+<Í>(V))

has a unique solution 0(F) = <b(Y*;V) for all V E S(0, 8). For all such V, 4>(F) is
C00, $(F)

G DCXnty(A-x), and

(5.3)

_

||rj>(K)|| = o(||F||2)

asllPl^O.

For z real and | z | < 8, we also have for all X E DC

(G'(Y* +zU+<&(zU)),X)

:= (A^(Y* + zU + ®(zU)), X)
+ (F'(Y* + zi/+ Q(zU)), A>= 0.

Lemma 5.2. The operator tA'xt, with domain %± r\ty(A~x), is invertible on DC with
inverse given by A± '■—rpApr. A± is the covariance operator of a mean zero Gaussian
measure PA± on DC"1.

Let 5 be the number in Lemma 5.1. For the next lemma, we define

(5.5)

W(z) = W(Y*;z) := zU + <&(Y*;zU)

for z real and | z |< 8. Since by Lemma 5.1 the function z -* <&(zU) is well defined
and smooth for such z, W(z) shares these properties. For 8 E (0, 8), n E {1,2,...},

and | z |< 8nx/k, we define the set S(8, n, z) = S(Y*; 8, n, z) by
(5.6)

S(8,n,z):=

¡A: X E %± , \\W(z/nx/k) + X/{n\\<

s}.

This set is well defined and nonempty. Finally, for the same 8, n, z and for X G DC"1,

we define ñ„(z, A") = ün(Y*; z, X) by (2.19).
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that Y* is an isolated, simply degenerate minimum point of G.

Then

(5.7)

Â = A(y*) := det(7 + Tp,4pTF"(y*)T) = det(/ + A±tF"(Y*)t)

is well defined and A > 0. Also tG"(Y*)t is invertible on %± with inverse operator
denoted by B±= B±(Y*). B± is the covariance operator of a mean zero Gaussian
measure PB± on DC1". Consider the type k = k(Y*) and the strength X = X(Y*) defined

by (2.13)—(2.14).If k < oo, then k is an even integer, k > 4, and X > 0. Let 8 be the
number in Lemma 5.1. We have for all 8 E (0,8]

e"G'f
(5.8)

ip{Y/{n)e-nFW^
S(^S)
•/

/

dPA(Y) =[2tr(AU,U)K\-'/2nx/2-x/k

ü„(z/nx/k,X/{n~)dPB±(X)e-^kdz.

J\z\<8n'/kJS(8,n,z)

Remark 5.3(a). The only smoothness required of ip in (5.8) is that it be continuous. This form of Lemma 5.3 is used below in the proofs of Theorems 2.7 and 5.5.
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. The facts about À, B± , PB are proved in Lemma 5.3.
We prove (2.20) by showing that there exist functionals {EjJ(; j — 0,1,...} such that
for any integer M > 0

r m
(5.9)

e"cX = «,/2-,//c

]

2 ^j,kn~2j/k + 0(n^M+X)/k)[

as n - oo.

The {Ejk} are found by expanding the integrand Qn(z/nx/k, X/ jñ) in (2.20) in
powers of z/nx/k and X/ jñ = X/n(k/2)/k and then by integrating term-by-term
with respect to e"Xz* dzdPB± over R X DCX. Since e~Xz is an even density and PB± is
mean zero, only integral powers of n'2/k survive.
We first prove facts about S(8, n, z) which are needed below. Let 8 be the number

in Lemma 5.1. Pick 8 E (0, 8) and | z\<8nx/k.
E DC1,A G DC"1",
we see that

Since U E DC,\\U\\ = l,$(zU/nx/k)

(5.10) S(8, n, z) = {X: X E DCX
, II<t>(zU/nx/k) + X/{n~\\2< 82 - (z/nx/kf).
By (5.3) \\<i>(zU/nx/k)\\ = 0(\ z/nx/k \2) = 0(82) as 8 ^ 0. Hence there exists 5, G

(0, Ô] such that if 8 E (0, 5,], then
(5.11)

\\W(z/n]/k)\\^28,

(5.12)

S(8,n,z)

C {A-:A G %± , || A/y^"II <2S},

and if in addition | z/nx/k\<8/2,

(5.13)

S(8,n,z)D

then

{X: X E %± , || X/(n II<5/2)-

We start the proof of (2.21). By Lemmas 4.1, 5.3, there exists 8 > 0 such that for

any 8 G (0, 8]

(5.14)
e»G'jn = yn\/2-i/k[

f
•'|z|<8n,/*

^

JS(8,n,z)

•exp[-«{G(y*

+ W(z/nx/k))

-G(Y*)

■e-nF^dPB

- X(z/nx/k)k}\

(X)e-Xz"dz

+ 0(e-nc).

Here c = c(S) > 0, y := [2tr(AU, U)À]'X/2, ip„:= iP(Y*+ W(z/nx/k) + X/jñ),
and F3n := F3(W(z/nx/k), X/ jñ). We show how to go from (5.14) to (2.20). Let 5,
be the number defined before (5.11). Since ip and Fare C°°, we see that W(z/nx/k),
iP(Y* + W(z/nx^k) + X/jñ), G(Y* + W(z/nx^)), and F3(W(z/nx^k), X/jñ) are
C°° for 8 G (0, SJ, | z\<8nx/k, and A"G S(8, n, z). Let an integer Af > 0 be given.

(If Af = 0, then the sums in (5.19), (5.20), (5.21) below are absent.) Since 1^(0) = 0,
there exist elements {V¡; i = 1,2,...}

in DCsuch that

2W+1

(5.15)

!F(z/«1/';)=

2 ^(z/«1/*)'
í= i

+ 0(z2A/+2n-2(W+,>/*)

as | z/»1/* |^ 0.
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For sufficiently small ô2 G (0,8X] and for any 8E(0,82],
\z\<8nx/k,
S(8, n, z), we claim that there exist multilinear functionals {a¡y i, j — 0,1,...}

XE
such

that

ip(Y*+ W(z/n*"<)+ X/Jn~)=

2

{z/n^)'aJ(x/f)J)

0*ii+j<.2M+\
(5.16)

+0(z2m

+ 2n-2(M+.)A+

|m|2M+2M-(W+l))

as \z/nx/k\

+ ||A7yw~|| -? 0,

We explain how to derive (5.16). We may pick 52 G (0,8X] so small that
|| D2M+2iP(Y*+ Y)\\ is uniformly bounded on the set 5(0,4S2). By (5.11)-(5.12), for
any 8 E (0, 82], S(0,482) contains the set
(5.17)

[Y:Y=s(w(z/nx/k)

+ X/{n ), | z |< 8nx/k, X E S(8, n, z), 0 *£s < l).

Hence by Taylor's theorem and the bound IIW(z/nx/k)\\

— 0(z/nx/k),

the left-hand

side of (5.16) equals
2W+I

(5.18)

.

.

,

2 DJip(Y*)(w(z/nx'k) + X/Jn~y + 0[{\z/nx/k\+\\X/f\\}

).

7=0

Because of (5.15), (5.18) can be put in the form of the right-hand side of (5.16). We
next expand the other terms in (5.14). By the definition (2.14)(a) of k and by (5.15),
there exist functionals {g¡; i = 1,2,...}
n[G(Y* + W(z/nx/k))
(5 19)

=

such that

- G(Y*) - X(z/nx/k)"\

2M+X
2 gizk+¡/ni/k

+ 0(\z\k+2M+2n-2<M+x^k)

as | z/«"*

1^0.

i=l

To handle the nF3n term in (5.14), we pick 83 G (0, ô2] so small that
\\D2M+4F(Y*+ Y)\\ is uniformly bounded on 5(0,45). Then for 8 E (0, S3], | z |<
8nx/k, X E 5(0, n, z), we have

nF3(w(z/nx/k),X/fi)

= f ({f"(y*
(5-20)

+ W(z/nx/k) + sX/{n~) - F"(Y*))X, X)(l - s) ds

2M+X

=

2

(l//!)/o

{D2+T(Y*)([w(z/nx/k)+sX/^],,X2))(l-s)ds

+ g([||H/(z/«1/*)||2W+2

+ || A-/^"||2M+2]||

Hence there exist multilinear functionals {fy i = 1,2,...,

nF3(w(z/nx/k), X/{n~) = n

2

A"!!2)

as \z/nx/k\ + \\X/{n~\\ -* Q.
y = 2,3,...} such that

W*l/k)%((*/G)J)

i>l,y>2
i+j<2M+3

(5.21)

+0([|z|2A/+V2<M+1>/*+

||A||2M+2«-<A/+,)]||A||2)

as \z/nx/k\

+ \\X/{n\\

-» 0.
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We derive a bound that will be used below. By (5.21) with M = 0, we have for
\z\<8nx/k,XES(8,n,z),
n\F3(w(z/nx/k),X/{n~)\=0([\z/nx/k\+\\X/{n~\\\\\X\\2)

(5-22)

i/t
iaslz/n'^l+HJf/ynll-^O.

By (5.18), we conclude that for such z, X
(5.23)

n\F3(w(z/nx/k),X/<jn~)\=0(8\\X\\2)

This shows that the term nF3(W(z/nx/k),
We now return to the proof of (2.20).
(5.21) into (5.14), where 8 E (0, 83]. As
integer N = N(M) and for each m E
Em k(z, X) such that
r*
1/1
i/t2^1
enGX
= ynx/2~x/k
2

as | z/nx/k | +|| A"/{n~\\ -* 0.

A7w) in (2.15)—(2.16) is an error term.
The next step is to substitute (5.16), (5.19),
in the nondegenerate case, there exists an
(0,...,2M
+ 1} there exists a functional

n~m/

(5.24)
•/

/

Zm,k(z,X)dPB±(X)e-x'kdz+TM,k(n),

J\z\<8n'/kJS(8,n,z)

where

(5.25)
| TMk{n)\< constL-"
[

+ n^M+X)/k (

f

[l + |z|"<"> + || Al"<">]

J\z\<8nl'":JS(S,n,z)

■exp[n\G(Y*+W(z/nx/k))-G(Y*)
-X(z/nx/k)k\+n\F3j]dPB±(X)e-^kdz^.

We have E0 k = ip(Y*). For each m E {1,... ,2 M + I), EmA is a sum of products of
terms involving z and X. As an aid to understanding, we point out one contribution
to EmJfe.Taking the zeroth order contributions from the two exponentials in (5.14),
we see that the term (z/n1/*),û/.((A'/
Jñ)J) from (5.16) is a summand in Emk if
/' +jk/2 = m. In general, each summand in Em k contains i z's andy A"s with / and
j related to m in this same way. We see that if m is odd, then either i ory must be odd
and Em k must be an odd function of z or X.
We now show how to go from (5.24) to (5.9). We claim that for each m E

{0,...,2M+
(5.26)

/

1}
/

J\z\<8n]/kJS(8,n,z)

ZmtkdPBxe-^kdz = j f

JRJ%±

Zm,kdPB±e-^kdz + 0(e^)

for some constant c, > 0 and that for sufficiently small 8 E (0, 83]
(5.27)

|FM»|=0(«-2<M+1>/*).
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If m is odd, then /R j%± Em k dPB e'Xz dz = 0 since Em k is an odd function of
either z or A. Substituting (5.26)-(5.27) into (5.24), we obtain the expansion (5.9)

with

(5.28)

TM = y/

f E2M(z,X)dPB±(X)e-^kdz.

We prove (5.26). For each m E {0,... ,2Af + 1} there exists an integer Nm > 0

such that
(5.29)

|Em>,(z, A-)|^const(l

+ \z\N-)(\

+ \\X\\N™).

By (5.13),
((z, X): | z |< fi«'/*, A- G 5(5, «, z)}c

(5.30)

c{(z,X):\z\>8nx/k/2,XE%±)

U {(z, A"):| z |< 8nx/k/2, X E DC"1
, IIAll > «y«/2),
where the superscript c denotes complement in R X DC"1.By (5.29)-(5.30)

(5.31)
/J\z\<8n[/kJS(8,n,z)
/

K,j dPB±e-Xzkdz-

[

< const

j j

E„fk dPB±e

(l + \z\N~)e-x*kdz I

(l + \\X\\N-)dPB±(X)

+ [ (l + \z\N")e-Xz"dz f
•'R

(1 + \\X\\N-)dPB(X)

J{X:Xe%±

,\\X\\>8jn/2)

By the strict positivity of X, the evenness of k, and Lemma 4.3 applied to F : = PB ,
the right-hand side of (5.31) is bounded by const exp(-«c,) for some c, > 0. This

yields (5.26).
We prove (5.27). By (5.19) with Af = 0, we have for | z | < 8nx/k
n\G(Y*

+ W(z/nx/k))

(5.32)

= 0(fi|z|*)

- G(Y*) - X(z/nx/k)k\=

0(\z\k+x/nx/k)

as\z/nx/k\-*0.

By (5.23), (5.32) there exists a constant c2 > 0 such that
TM,k(n)\<

(5.33)

const e-nc _|_ n-2(M+\)/k

■//R-'3C-L
/Ji

+ |zT(W)+ \\x\\N^}
■ee*xxxxxl dPB (X)ec^k

e~Xzk dz

By the strict positivity of X, the evenness of k, and Lemma 4.3 applied to F : = PB ,

the integrals in (5.33) are finite for all sufficiently small 8 E (0, ô3]. This yields

(5.27). D
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We next prove Lemmas 5.1-5.3.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We first prove existence and properties of 0(F).
formula

R(V,*):=<Î>

The

+ BxtF;(V+<S>)

= 4>+ F±T[F'(y*

+ V+ $) - F'(Y*) - F"(Y*)(V+

*j]

definesa C°° mappingF of DCX DCinto DC.We have F(0,0) = 0 and Dq,R(0,0) = I,
where D9 denotes partial differentiation with respect to $. By the imphcit function
theorem [Berger, Theorem 3.1.10 and Remark], there exists a unique C°° mapping

3>(F) defined in a neighborhood Tof 0 such that O(0) = 0 and R(V, ®(V)) = 0 for
V E °V".
$ maps Tinto DCXn^a-1) since $(F) = -Bx tF;(V + $(F)) and 9l(®±)
C öD(TG"(y*)T) C DC1n^a"1). The bound (5.3) follows since D<D(0)= 0.
We now prove (5.4). Substituting Y ■— zU in (5.2) and writing $ for <&(zU), IF
for (z[/ + $(zi/)), we find for any X E DCX(so that tA = A")

(5 35)' ~<A^'

X)~
(jF"(y*)$' *>
= ~(B1^'
X)
= (F;(W),X)=
(F'(Y*
+ W)-F'(Y*)-F"(Y*)W,X).

From (5.35), we conclude that

(5.36) (F'(Y* + W), X)= (F'(Y*), A>+ (F"(Y*)(W-

®)X)-

(A~x<t>,
X).

Since G'(Y*) = 0, G"(Y*)U = 0, we see that

(5.37) F'(Y*) = -A~XY*,

F"(Y*)(W-

$) = F"(Y*)(zU) =-A-x(zU).

Thus the right-hand side of (5.36) equals -(A~X(Y* + W), A). This proves (5.4).
D
Proof of Lemma 5.2. To prove the first assertion, it suffices to prove that for any

A"G DC-1

(5.38)

rA-lrPAprX=X.

For XE%±,

rX= X, and since rU = 0, we have rpV = rV = V - (V, U)U for

F G DC.Thus,
TA'XTpAprX = TyT,iVipA'=T/rl(.4pA'-

(ApX,U)U)

= rpA - <apJf, U)tA~iU = X - (PX, AU)tA-xU.
Thus, (5.38) is proved once we show (pX, AU)= 0. The latter is easily checked
from (5.1). A± is the covariance operator of a mean zero Gaussian measure PA
since A± is positive, symmetric, and trace class [Gihman-Skorohod, Theorem V.6.1].
By [Rajput] the support of PA± equals the closure of the range of A± , which is DCX.

D
Proof of Lemma 5.3. The assertions about Â and B± follow from Lemma 4.4.
Indeed, by definition of simple degeneracy and Lemma 5.2, the hypotheses of this
lemma are satisfied with DC,:= %L, Ax := jpApj, and A := TF"(y*)T. In addition, (4.28) implies that for X E DC"1
(so that rX = X)

dPB±(X) = fi exp(-(l/2)(rF"(Y*)X,

= {Í exp(- (l/2)(F"(Y)*X,

X))dPA±(X)

X)) dPA±(X).
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We next prove the assertions about k and X. Consider the number 8 in Lemma
5.1. For | z | < 8, <&(zU)is well defined and smooth and

(5.40)

||<D(zi/)|| = 0(z2)

as|z|->0.

Since y* is an isolated minimum point of G and <fr(zU) ¥= -zU for z sufficiently

small (by (5.40)), we have for all such z

(5.41)

0 < G(Y* + zU+ *(zl/))

- G(Y*) f Xzk + 0(zk+x).

We conclude that k is even and X > 0. We next prove k > 2. Since U, <b(zU) E

^(a-1), we have by (3.6) and (5.40)

G(Y* +zU+
(5.42)

$(zU)) = G(Y*) + (G'(Y*), zU + <E>(z£/)>
+ (l/2)(G"(Y*)(zU+

$(zU)),(zU

= G(Y*) + (l/2)z2(G"(Y*)U,U)+

+ *(zI/))>+

0(z3)

0(z3).

But G"(Y*)U = 0 and comparison of (5.42) with (2.13) shows that k > 2.
In order to prove (5.8), we need to know the joint distribution of (Y, U) and rY,
where y is an DC-valuedrandom variable with distribution PA. This joint distribution
is given in the next lemma, which will be proved after the completion of the proof of
Lemma 5.3.

Lemma 5.4. Given Y G DC, define z(Y) '■= (Y,U).
functionf: DCX DCX-»
R, we have

For any bounded integrable

(5.43)

ff(z(Y)U,rY)dPA(Y)
1
(2t,(AU,U))X/2

(

J***x

f(zU, X)exp[-l(zU)

- z(A~xU, X)] dzdPA±(x).

The measure PA is defined in Lemma 5.2.

We now prove (5.8) by showing that for all 8 E (0, 8)

(5.44)
e"G'(

ip(Y/f)e-"F<Y/^dPA(Y)

J{Y:\\Y/jn-Y*\\<8}

= [2-n(AU,U)À]-l/2 f

f

J\z\<8jnJS„(8,z)

Qn(z/{n,X/{n~)dPB±(X)e-»x^^kdz,
'

where 5„(5, z):= {A: X G DCX, \\W(z/Jñ) + X/jñ II < 8}. Scaling z ^ znx/2~x/k
completes the proof. By Lemma 4.5, the left-hand side of (5.44) equals

(5.45)

enG'f

ip(Y* + Y/{n~)e-',F^+Y^n)e-"r^-^A''Y''YUPA(Y).
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We write (5.45) as an iterated integral using Lemma 5.4 and obtain

(5.46)
-nG*

[2ir(AU,

U)\

'

f\z\<8.m'\\(
J\z\<8jnJ\\(zU+X)/jn\\<8

•exp -nF\ Y* +

n y*+

zU + X

fn

zU+ X

fn

J

■exp[-nI(Y*) - {n(A~xY*, zU + X)- I(zU) - (A~x(zU), A>] dPA±(X) dz.
For fixed z satisfying | z |< 8jñ, we have <&(zU/ jñ) G DC"1and so we may change
variables X -» X + <¡ñ$(zU/ Jñ) in the inner integral in (5.46). For the rest of this

proof we write $ and W instead of <fr(zU/jñ)

and W(z/ jñ) := zU/ jñ +

<b(zU/ jñ in order to save space. By Lemma 5.2, $ G ^(A^)

and so by Lemma 4.5,

(5.46) equals

(5.47)

-—
[2m(AU,U)]X/2

[
f
ip(
J\z\<SjnJS„(8.z)
v Y*+

W + X/fi¡)
/v ; exp\-nF{
fL
. Y*+ W + X/{n~)]
/y ,j

•exp[-n/(y*) - {n~(A-xY*,<fnW+ X)-

I(zU)

-(A~x(zU), X+ v^í>>-(l/2)«(ai,<D,í>>-

f(A-x<P, X)] dPA±(X)dz.

Since <ï>and X aie in DCX, we can replace A~l in (5.47) by a-1, and after collecting
terms, (5.47) becomes

(5.48)
,«C*

[2tt(AU,

U)]

'

J\z\<8jn S„(8,z)

■exp[-n/(y* + W)] exp[-Jn~(A-x(Y* + W), A>] dPA±(X) dz.
By (5.39), dPAx(X) = A-x/2exp((l/2)(F"(Y*)X, X))dPB±(X).

Comparing (5.48)

with (5.44), we see that we are done once we have shown for all A"G 5„(S, z)

nF(Y* + W+X/fi)
(5.49)

- (n/2)(F"(Y*)X/{n~, X/{n)

+nI(Y* + W) + n(A~x(Y* + W), X/{n~)
= nG(Y* + W) + nF3(w, X/{n~).

But by the definitions of G and F3, (5.49) follows if we prove for all X E DCX

(5.50)

(F'(Y* + W), X)+ (A~X(Y*+ W), A>= 0.

But this follows from (5.4) in Lemma 5.1 if in the latter we write z/ 4ñ for z. This
proves (5.8). D
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Proof of Lemma 5.4. Let y be an DC-valuedrandom variable with distribution PA.
Define h(rY; ■) to be the conditional distribution of z(Y) given rY and F the
marginal distribution of tY. By [Skorohod, p. 63], we have

(5.51)

ff(z(Y)U,rY)dPA= f

RX^

f(zU, X) dh(X; z) dP(X).

We first calculate h(rY; •) and P. We then prove F « PA± and calculate dP/dPA

to

go from (5.51) to (5.43).
We define
p(rY):=

EPà{z(Y)\tY),

o2:=

EP/i{z((Y) - ¡x)}2.

Then we have (cf. [Simon, Theorem 3.9])

dh(rY;z)

(5.52)

1

=

exp [-(z-p.(rY))2/2o2\dz.

\/2i

The conditional mean ¡x(tY) is the unique functional of the form (W, rY) for some

element W E % which satisfies for any F G DC

EPà{(z(Y)-v(tY))(tY,V)}=0.
Using z(Y):= (Y,U), rY := Y - (Y,U)U, EPa{(Vx,Y)(V2, Y)} = (AVX, V2),
where Vx,V2are arbitrary elements of DC,one verifies that

p(tY) = -(A'XU, jY)/(A'xU,

U),

a2 = l/(A~xU, U).

From (5.52), we have for X E DCX

(5.53)
dh(X;z) =

(A~XU,U)

1/2

277

exp[-I(zU)

- z(A~xU, X)] exp

(A~XU, X)2

2(A~XU,U)

dz.

We now find F. The random variable rY has mean zero. For any elements Vx,
V2E%,

EPa{(V^ *Y)(V2, tY))

= EPa{(tVx, Y)(tV2, y>} = (tAtVx,V2).

Thus, tY has covariance operator tAt and we write F = PtAt.
By (5.51), (5.53), we are finished once we prove for X E DCX

(5.54)

dPTAT(X)=[(AU,U)(A-xU,U)Yi/2exp

(A~XU, X)2

2(A~XU,U)

dPA

We prove (5.54) by showing

(5.55)

dPA±= [(AU,U)(A-xU,U)X/2 exp

(A-XU, X)2

2(A~XU,U)

We derive (5.55) from Lemma 4.4. Define DC,: = DCX
, a, : = tAt,

(5.56)

AA":= ((tA~xU, X)/(A~xU, U)) tA~xU

for X E DCX, Bx : = A± : = tPAPt. We must prove

(5.57)

a^' + A>0

on6D(a[1) := DCxnöD(a-'),

dPr
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(5.58)
v
/

F,1 = (a:1
,»
V 1 + A)/

(5.59)

A, := det(/ + a,A) = (AU,U)(A~XU,U).

We prove (5.57). Define the bounded operator p on DCby

py:= y-[(a-xu,y)/(a-xu,u)]u.
After straightforward

modifications in the proof of Lemma 5.2 (formally, replacing

a by a-1 and A~x by A), one finds A~xx= TpA~xpj. Since t¡5 = t, we have for
XE%AXX)

AxxX=tA-xptX=tA-xtX-

^-jy^ljA-xU=

tA~xtX- AX.

(A~XU,U)
Thus for A-G^a;-1),
(Axx + A)X = tA~xtX. This proves (5.57) and since, by
Lemma 5.2, 5, := Ax = (tA~xt)-x, (5.58) also follows. We now prove (5.59). We
have A, = det(/ + {A~xA{À~x)and /ä^AyCTj" is the rank one operator on DCXgiven

by
r—

r—

(tA-XU,{tÄ^X)

]L4xaJaxX
V ' V ' = -:-JtAttA-xU.
(A'XU,U)

._
V

Thus A, = 1 + (tAtA~xU, A~XU)/(A~XU,U). Using tY : = Y - (Y, U)U, one gets
(5.59) after a short calculation.
D
We now turn to the probabihstic limit theorems. We first prove Theorem 2.7, then
state and prove extensions of Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 to the case where G has
nonunique, isolated minimum points of which some are simply degenerate and the
rest nondegenerate. These extensions are given in Theorem 5.5. We prove Theorems

2.7 and 5.5 by applying Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 5.3 as modified by Remarks 4.1(a),
4.2(a), and 5.3(a) respectively.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. We prove that for any <j>E C(%)

(5.60)
/¿((y-

y^y*)/K'/2-*)exp[-*F(y/V»")]

dPA(Y)

I exp[-nF( Y/Jn~)]dPA(Y)

/Rfj>(zi/)e-^dz

fRe~Xzkdz

where we write x for l/k. We multiply the numerator and denominator of the
left-hand side of (5.60) by /7"<1/2~x)exp(HG*). By Lemma 4.1 the resulting quotient

equals(ß '■= 1/2 — x)
"0enC'fsunY.,nS)t>({Y-

V^y*)/^)exp[-*F(y/yq]

nße"G%UnY,_jnS)exp[-nF(Y/fi)]

dPA + Q(g-")

dPA + 0(e-<)

for any 8 > 0 and c = c(8) > 0. We apply Lemma 5.3 to the numerator and
denominator of (5.52). The integral in the numerator of (5.61) equals the integral on

the left-hand side of (5.8) if in the latter we pick

(5.62)

iP(Y) := <j>(n-(X/2-x)(ln~YJn~Y*))= <p(nx(Y- Y*)).
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Hence for 8 E (0, 8] (5.61) equals
(5.63)
/|z|<»H*fsjs.n.z)*{*U

+ nx*(zU/n*)

+ X/n^e^»^^df(X,

f^n'ks.n^e-^^dnx^)

z) + O(e^)

+ O(e^)

where
7Y„:= G(Y* + W(z/nx))

F3,n '■= F?,(w(z/nx),

X/{n~)

- G(Y*) - X(z/nx)k,

and

df(X,

z) : = dPB±(X)e-Xz" dz.

We want to use the dominated convergence theorem to determine the n -» oo

limits of the integrals in (5.63). By (5.32), given bx > 0 there exists 8 E (0, 8] such
that if z satisfies \z\<

8nx, then

(5.64)

\nHn\<bxzk.

By (5.23), given b2 > 0 there exists Ô G (0, 8] such that if z satisfies | z |< 8nx and

X G 5(0, n, z), then
(5.65)

|«F3>„|<è2||A||2.

For ip equal to <;>
or 1, define
(5.66)

ipn := ip(zU + nx<t>(zU/nx)
-

+ X/nx/2~x).

By (5.64),(5.65),if 8 E (0, 8] is sufficientlysmall, then
(5.67)

|t//Je-"//"e-',/r3"<constexp[è1z*

+ è2||A||2].

By Lemma 4.3, the latter exponential is integrable with respect to dPB (X)e~Xz dz
over DCXXR provided bx and b2 are sufficiently small. But bx and b2 small imply that
8 is small. We conclude that for sufficiently small 8 E (0, 8] we may use the
dominated convergence theorem to determine the limits of the integrals in (5.63).
For fixed z G R, nx$(zU/nx)
-> 0 as n -> oo by (5.3). Hence for fixed z G R and

X E DCX
, ip„- iP(zU), nH„ - 0, nFXn- 0; also X{.8n',8„'p) ^ I Xs^.n^X)

- 1-

We conclude that as n -» oo the quotient in (5.63) equals
fK*(zU)e-*'k

dz + o(l) + Q(e-")

/Re-X2iJz

+ 0(l)

+ 0(e —)

= j^(zU)e^zk

dz

|

/Re-A2^z

This proves (5.60). D
We now assume that G has nonunique minimum points {Y*; a= 1,...,F}
of
which the first J are simply degenerate and of finite type (J E {1,...,L}) and the
last L —J nondegenerate. Thus we have L E {2,3,...}. We extend Theorems 2.5
and 2.7 to cover this case. The following quantities arise in these extensions. For
each a G {1,...,/},

we pick a unit vector Ua E %a : — ker{G"(y*)}.

orthogonal projection onto DCX. We define the operator pa E iB(DC) by

(5-69)

pj:=

Y-[(AUa,Y)/(AUa,Ua)]Ua

and the determinant
(5.70)

Àa := det[/

+ rapaAparaF"(Y:)ra].

Let ra be the
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Âa is weh defined and Âa > 0 by Lemma 5.3. We let ka and Xa denote the type and
strength, respectively, of Y* and define

(5.71)

k*'.= max{ka:a=

l,...,L).

The number /c* is called the maximal type. Finally, we define numbers

[2v(AUa, Ua)Aa]-X/2 I exp[-Xaz^]

(5-72)

dz

iika = k*,

ba: =

0 if ka<k*,
and

(5.73)

ba:=ba/ÍbB.
a=i

In order to simphfy the statement of Theorem 5.5, we define the type of the
nondegenerate minimum points, if any, to be two; i.e., if J < L, then ka '■= 2 for
a E {J + l,...,L).
Since G is assumed to have simply degenerate minimum points,
we see that for a E {J + 1,... ,L), ka = 2 < A;*. For such a, we define ba '■—0,

ba:=0.
In the next theorem (5.74) generalizes Theorem 2.5 and (5.74)-(5.75) generahze

Theorem 2.7. We recall that {Yn) are DC-valuedrandom variables with distributions
{Qn} in (1.6). The symbol ^> in the line after (5.75) denotes vague convergence
(defined just before Theorem 4.6). See (2.28) and the statement of Theorem 2.7 for
the definition of the measures {£k^\a} on R and {îk",\J on DCwhich appear in (5.76)
and the next line.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that G has minimum points {Y*; a = 1,... ,L) of which the
first J are simply degenerate and of finite type ( J E {1,..., L}) and the rest nondegenerate. Suppose that F satisfies the bound (2.1)(b). Then for all <j>E C(%)

(5-74)

f<p(Y/n) exp(-nF(Y/n))

y

dPA(Y/{n~)

A

' ^

i.e., YJn -* 2{a.^=A.*}è<I5y..
For each a E ft,...,/}
<j>G C(DC)whichvanish at infinity,

2

bJ,(Y*a);

for which ka = ks and for all

(5.75)
f<¡>((Y-nY:)/nx^x/k-)exp(-nF(Y/n))dPA(Y/Jn~)
-=->

\

Zn

i.e., (Yn — nY*)/nx~x/k°

,'

ba 1 <t>(zUa)di,k.,x.(z);
•'R

-* ba£k° x . If there exists a unique index a (say a — I) such

that ka = k*, then (5.75) can be strengthened: for all <pE C(%)

(5-76)
{<p((Y- nY;)/nx-x/k°)exp(-nF(Y/n))

dPA(Y/Jn~)

f *(zUx) dtk^(z);
r

i.e., (YB- «yf)/«1"1/*- - í«JtAi.
|,A,
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Proof of Theorem 5.5. To prove (5.74), we prove that for any <f>G C(DC)
j<t,{Y/{n~)exp\-nF{Y/{n~)\dPA(Y)

(5-77)

l

y,

/exp[-«F(y/y«

]\ ;

^

)j dPA(Y)

2

bJ,(Y*a)

{«:*„=**}

as « — oo. Let 2(a, 8) '■= S(jñ Y*, Jn8). We multiply the numerator and denominator of the left-hand side of (5.77) by n-(1/2"x,)exp(«G*), where xs := l/k*. By
Lemma 4.1, the resulting quotient equals

2La=x
n-^2'x%"G'f^S)^(Y/f)exp[-nF(Y/f,)]
(5.78)

dPA(Y) + Q(g-")

lLa=x „-<'/2-*VG*/2(a,S)exp[-«F(y//n")]

dPA(Y) + O(e^)

for any 8 > 0 so small that 2(a, 8) n 2(ß, 8) = 0 if a ^ /3 and c = c(ô) > 0.
We first consider the summands in (5.78) with a E (1,...,/},
which correspond
to the simply degenerate minimum points {Y*; a — 1,...,/}. We apply Lemma 5.3
to each of these terms. There exists 8 > 0 such that for all 8 E (0, 8]

(5 79)

m-0/2-*Vg- f

Jy/Jn')

exp\-nF(Y/{n~)\ dPA(Y)

= yanx*-x°f

f

^ne-"H^e-"F^dPB±lX)exp(-Xazk')dz,

J\z\<8nx"JSa'8,n,z)

where y„ := [(2*)(AUa, Ua)AaYW1, Sa(8, n, z) := 5(y¿; 8, n, z),
(5.80)

£,,

ip equals 4»orl,Wa:=
(5.81)

:= ip(Y: + Wa(z/nx°) + X/{n~),

W(Y*; ■),

Ha := G(ya* + Wa(z//i*-))

F3,a,n'-= F3(Y*; Wa(z/nx°),

X/jñ),

and

- G(l?)
PB±a-=

- *«(*/»*«)**.
Pb±(y;y

As in the Proof

of

Theorem 2.7, we may use the dominated convergence theorem to determine the
« — oo limit of the iterated integral on the right-hand side of (5.79). Since, as
n — oo, i^a „ — ip(Y*) for fixed z real, A"G DCX, this iterated integral tends to
t/'(y*)/Rexp[-XazA:"]

dz. Since ba = yaJRexp[-Xazk°]

dz, we conclude

that for a E

{l,...,J}

f
ipÍY/fi) expí-nFÍy/y^")]
(5.82) n-(1/2-xVc***+»
L
/J dPA(Y)
= /7a«x,"x»[t//(y*)

+ o(l)]

as«

-oo.

Assuming / < L, we now consider the summands in (5.78) with a G {/ + 1,... ,L),
which correspond to the nondegenerate minimum points {Y*; a = / + 1,... ,L}. By
the proof of (4.41) in Theorem 4.6, we have for such a

(5.83)

n-(,/2-,VG- [

2(a'S)

^(y/yV7)exp[-nF(y/^)]
= nx*-x/2[ip(Y¿)

dPA(Y)
+o(l)]

as«-oo.
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We substitute

(5.82)-(5.83)

a G (1,...,/},

we obtain (5.77).

into (5.78) and take n - oo. Since { > xa s* x* for

We next prove (5.76) assuming that a = I is the unique index for which ka = k*.
For a E (2,...,/},
we have that 2 < ka < k* and Y* is simply degenerate while for
a G {/ + 1,... ,L), we have that ka = 2 and y* is nondegenerate. We multiply the
numerator and denominator of the left-hand side of (5.76) by n~(X/2~x\nG*, where
x* := l/k*. By Lemma 4.1, the resulting quotient is given by an expression as in

(5.78) but with <t>(Y/jñ) replaced by <t>(n-<~x/2-xt)(Y
- ¿nYf)). We apply Lemma
5.3 to the summands in this expression with a G (1,...,/}
and Lemma 4.2 to the
summands with a E {J + 1,...,L}. Arguing as above but omitting details, we find

that the left-hand side of (5.76) equals
fR<j>(zUx)exp(-Xxzk>)dz
fRe-x'zkdz

+ o(l)

+ o(l) + lLa=2Q(nx*-x°)
+ ïLa=20(nxt-x«)

+ O(e^)

+ 0(e-"c)

where xa '■= l/ka. As n — oo, this tends to the right-hand side of (5.76) since
xa>x*fora
G {2,...,L}.
We next prove (5.75) for a = 1. Arguing as above but omitting details, we find

that for some 5"> 0, 8 E (0, 8], c = c(8) > 0 the left-hand side of (5.75) equals

(5.85)
yx(HzUx)exp(-\xzk')dz

+

2

+ o(\)

(

(

<¡>("x(Y; - Y?) + zUa + nx$(zUx/nx)

■e-"H°-e-"^°"dPB±aexp(-\azk°)dz+

2

+ X/n^2~x)

0(nx~x")

+ 0(e""c)

/T„,

{a.ka-<k*}

where

Tn-=

2
{ß:kß=k*}

bß + o(l)+

2

0(nx-x?) + O(e-)

{ß-kß<.k*}

In (5.85), we write x for l/k* but otherwise the notation is the same as in (5.79).
Since # is bounded and vanishes at infinity, we see by dominated convergence that
the integrals in (5.85) corresponding to a ¥= 1, ka = k*, tend to zero as n — oo
provided 8 is sufficiently small. Thus, as n — oo, (5.85) tends to

(5.86)

yxft(zUx)exp(-Xxzk>)dz/

2

V

This equals the right-hand side of (5.75) since bx = y, jRexp(-Xxzk')dz and b 1
bl/2{ß:kß=k*)bß-

□
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